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Dev and Sec today



Problems 
today

● Frustration of interrupted work items / 
sprint planning

● Ignorance to being the source of a 
vulnerability

● Assuming malice (of the security 
team)



Problems 
today

● Security has been tasked to protect, 
and that’s what we’ll do at all costs!

● Silo of decision making
● Manual reviews will make you a hero 

if you catch something
● 1:many personnel problems



Problems 
today

● “And I suppose a princess just does 
as she’s told?”



What kind of security organization do you have?
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Why are we still trying to fix this?
Shutting down 
modernization 
initiatives

Change is hard

Slow down 
adoption of 
new tech

No time to change 
again, we’re constantly 
changing and we have 
fatigue

Not the right 
audience

Who built the tool 
that the developers 
are now using? 
Was it developers?

Interrupted 
Flow

Is other work impacted 
because we’re 
constantly switching or  
needing to create 
reports to talk about 
what’s happening?

Common Space

Where are we 
talking about this?



Data
About a Problem



What is InnerSource?

The application of open source principles to internal 
company software development

A journey to culturally transform towards a sharing economy

The core principles of open source 
and community collaboration within 
the walls of an organization. 

This involves building an internal 
community, collaborative engineering 
workflow, and culture



The GitHub experience

A single platform 
for your tools to 

plug into

Collaborative tools for 
inclusive 

conversations

Security at 
every step of 
the workflow

Powered 
By AI
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Collaboration



Productivity



Productivity



Remediation

Faster Remediation

Quickly re-write vulnerable code with 
suggested fixes 

Context Aware Suggestions

Developers gain a deeper understanding of 
findings from security tools

Powered by AI



GitHub Advanced Security

Streamline Incident Response
Leverage Copilot to 
build Custom CodeQL 
Queries, simplifying 
program analysis for 
Security Researchers

Powered by AI

https://github.rewatch.com/video/l53gtedyj5rxv0f6-constructing-a-codeql-query-to-audit-for-log4shell-using-copilot


Prevention 

GitHub Copilot enables developers to reach that 
magical flow state—including delivering fast, 
accurate vulnerability prevention right in the 
editor. This, combined with GitHub Advanced 
Security provides an end-to-end seamless 
experience for developers to secure their code.

AI-based vulnerability prevention
Blocks insecure coding patterns in 
real-time to make GitHub Copilot 
suggestions more secure.

Secure suggestions
Insecure coding patterns are quickly 
blocked and replaced by alternative 
suggestions.

Incredibly fast 
GitHub Copilot runs advanced AI 
models on powerful compute 
resources

Powered by AI
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Summary

Ask to be included
Be curious 
Be social
Have a location to 
communicate

   Communicate

Discuss when things 
may happen

  Coordinate

Work together and 
find a way
Work in a common 
space

  Collaborate



Thank you


